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Abstract
Real-time educational groupware systems allow physically separated learners to work together in a shared virtual workspace at the same time. These systems do not yet approach the interaction richness of a face-to-face learning situation. In particular, one element poorly supported is workspace awareness: the up-to-the-minute knowledge a student requires about other students’ interactions with the shared workspace. This awareness is essential if students are to learn and work together effectively. We present a framework of several types of awareness required by students in a collaborative learning situation, including their social, task, concept and workspace awareness. We then concentrate on workspace awareness, and describe how particular awareness requirements of students in group learning situations depend on the closeness of their tasks, and whether they are sharing the same view or have separate views into the workspace. From these requirements, we have prototyped several awareness widgets for educational groupware. These widgets help learners maintain awareness of other learners’ locations when their views are separated, of other learners’ activities in shared and separate view situations, and of other learners’ past activities.
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1. Introduction
Researchers in computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) attempt to understand and provide technological support for cooperative and collaborative learning [e.g. 17, 24, 21]. Within CSCL, one area of interest is groupware for real time distributed learning. These systems let geographically separate learners collaborate at the same time in a shared virtual workspace, a software environment containing learning and work artifacts that can be viewed and manipulated by anyone in the group; audio and perhaps video links are typically available as well. Educational groupware is becoming viable as local and wide area networks are put into place, which will allow its use both in networked classrooms and in distance learning.

Educational groupware does not yet provide the richness of face-to-face interaction. If such systems are to foster learning within a context of interaction, as has been advocated by educational theorists [e.g., 5, 3, 18], they must support the existing practices and processes of group learning. One practice critical to collaborative learning but not well supported in current educational groupware is workspace awareness, the up-to-the-minute knowledge a student needs about other students’ interactions with the shared workspace [13]. Collaborating learners maintain this awareness by tracking information such as other learners’ locations in the shared workspace, their actions, the interaction history, and their intentions. Workspace awareness is necessary for effective collaborative work, but also plays an integral part in how well an environment creates opportunities for collaborative learning.

This paper describes our investigation into the awareness requirements of collaborative learning, and specifically, how workspace awareness can be supported in groupware interfaces. Section 2 presents a framework for organizing the awareness requirements of a collaborative learning situation. Section 3 describes workspace awareness in more detail, and Section 4 describes our initial work in supporting workspace awareness through innovative interface components.

2. A Framework of Awareness
We have created a framework of awareness in collaborative learning in order to discuss the types of awareness that are used in a collaborative experience. We briefly explore the involvement of, and awareness requirements for the curriculum designer, teacher, evaluator and student in a successful collaborative activity. We then focus on types of student awareness which include: social, task, concept and workspace awareness. Workspace awareness in CSCL then becomes the focus of Sections 3 and 4. The skeleton of the framework, shown in Figure 1, creates a context for our later discussion of workspace awareness.

The success of a collaborative learning experience depends on the informed involvement of curriculum designer, teacher, evaluator, and students (Figure 1, left). The curriculum designer is responsible for the development of the activity and must apply the pedagogy of collaborative learning [e.g., 4, 30]. In addition, the curriculum designer must be aware of the objectives of the activity and must design the collaborative experience to support these objectives. The teacher is responsible for facilitating the activity and must work within the...
constraints of the group they are working with. The teacher must be aware of what the students are doing in the activity in order to help the students work towards the successful completion of the task. The evaluator is responsible for the evaluation of the process and must monitor the interactions that take place during the activity and must be aware of the outcome of the task. The students are responsible for working together to complete the collaborative task, and as part of the collaboration they must be aware of what is going on around them. Although every role and type of awareness in the process is important, the role of the student and the types of awareness they must have for a successful collaboration are the focus of the following discussion.

Goldman [12] identifies three types of student interaction: social, task, and conceptual. For each kind of interaction there is a corresponding type of awareness; in addition we add another type of awareness called workspace awareness (Figure 1, middle). Social awareness is the awareness that students have about the social connections within the group. Task awareness is the awareness of how the task will be completed. Concept awareness is the awareness of how a particular activity or piece of knowledge fits into the student’s existing knowledge. Finally workspace awareness is the up-to-the-minute knowledge about other students’ interactions with the shared workspace, such as where other students are working, what they are doing, and what they have already done in the workspace. The questions in Table 1, organized into the categories described above, are examples of what students consider during the collaborative activity in order to be aware of what is happening in the group as they work on their task.

As suggested by the questions in Table 1, social awareness is inter-personal and perhaps best supported implicitly. For example, audio/video conferencing and media spaces [e.g., 6] can create communication opportunities that let people exchange necessary information with each other and negotiate their roles. Support for both task and concept awareness has been considered in cooperative learning [e.g., 16] and CSCL research; this support often provides explicit structures that students can use as scaffolds to assist them with organization or to help them stay focused on the learning tasks [30]. For example, cooperative learning assigns explicit roles to students and provides a clear outline of how the task is to be completed. In CSCL, knowledge-building environments such as CSILE [28] and CoVis’ collaboratory notebook [20] provide structured message capabilities that guide students through the steps of a learning dialogue. Support for workspace awareness can be provided in part by feedthrough of what others are doing in the shared workspace. Although social, task, and concept awareness are important to the success of a collaborative learning experience, we now consider workspace awareness in more detail.

3. Workspace Awareness

The rest of this paper deals specifically with workspace awareness. This section describes workspace awareness in more detail, and presents a third part of the framework that organizes group learning situations in terms of task and view proximity.

3.1 Workspace awareness in collaborative learning

As already mentioned, a student requires up-to-the-minute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Involvement</th>
<th>Types of Student Awareness</th>
<th>Elements of WorkSpace Awareness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum designer</td>
<td>Social awareness</td>
<td>Who is participating?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Task awareness</td>
<td>Where are they?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluator</td>
<td>Concept awareness</td>
<td>What are they doing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Workspace awareness</td>
<td>What have they done?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Framework of awareness in collaborative learning
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knowledge about other students’ interactions with the shared workspace if they are to learn and work together effectively. This awareness is important in collaborative learning for two reasons. First, it reduces the overhead of working together, allowing learners to interact more naturally and more effectively. Second, it enables learners to engage in the practices that allow collaborative learning to occur.

As an example of how workspace awareness allows groups to be more effective, consider two learners who are reconstructing a poem given to them as individual, mixed-up lines. Each person maintains an awareness of where in the text the other is working, what they are doing, and what their intentions may be. Learner A may begin by picking out two lines that end with a certain rhyme. Learner B can ascertain A’s activity by watching her work, even though she has not explicitly stated her chosen task. If B during the course of his own tasks comes across another line with the same rhyme, he can pick it out and give it to A, thereby assisting with her part of the task. This moment of collaborative effort is made possible because of workspace awareness, and though small, will be joined by many other similar moments of opportunistic collaboration. Taken together, these actions allow a group to be significantly more effective than an individual.

Workspace awareness also allows students to take advantage of the opportunities for interaction that make collaboration a valuable way to learn. In a collaborative learning situation, people may learn in a number of ways, such as:

- modelling the practices and skills of a more knowledgeable peer [e.g., 11, 8];
- identifying and resolving differences between conflicting ideas and theories [e.g., 9, 19];
- peer teaching, where one student assists or instructs another when appropriate [e.g., 31]; and
- constructing new shared meanings practices [23, 27].

Each of these mechanisms depends upon learners having a clear understanding of others’ interactions with the workspace. For one learner to model another, they must be able to perceive the details of what others are doing. For one learner to propose a competing hypothesis at a point when it will be immediately relevant, they must know what other people’s activities and intentions are. Peer teaching is similarly dependent upon knowing what another learner is working on and what they have already attempted, and building shared knowledge demands that a group understand what each other are doing and have done. Although the learning in a collaborative situation is dependent upon many factors, such as verbal interaction [22], it is the awareness of others and their activities that allows learners to initiate meaningful interaction at appropriate and opportune times.

3.2 Workspace proximity and workspace awareness

Another mechanism of collaborative learning that workspace awareness makes possible is to use the workspace artifacts as conversational props [2] that support learning dialogues. When the objects being discussed are visible to both learners, they can point and gesture to make clear the referents of their comments (called deixis), something that is difficult using language alone [3]. In addition, visible objects can act as a notational system [29] that extends the range and sophistication of concepts that the learners can discuss.

Although workspace awareness is often taken for granted in face-to-face collaborative learning situations, current groupware systems provide only a small amount of the information that students need to maintain it. We have been investigating how workspace awareness works in face-to-face situations, and how it can be supported in groupware applications. Our goal is to create real-time educational groupware that allows much of the same kinds of interaction, opportunities for collaboration, and opportunities for learning that are possible in a face-to-face situation.

The last part of our framework, shown in Figure 2, is a step towards this goal; it organizes group situations in a way that allows us to examine the specific mechanisms and information sources that people use to maintain workspace awareness. This organization considers two dimensions of group activity that involve the distance between learners: view separation and task separation. View separation is how closely group members share their views of the workspace. Learners will either be looking at the same set of objects or at different objects at any one time. Task separation considers how closely learners share activities. Although we assume they will be sharing an overall goal, learners may complete various low-level tasks as a group or as individuals. Figure 2 shows these two dimensions of group activity and, for each major area within the space, lists some of the workspace awareness questions that learners may need to answer.

Some of the collaborative learning situations defined in Figure 2 are outlined in the following section; we also describe our early investigations into supporting workspace awareness through groupware interfaces.

4. Widgets for Workspace Awareness

We are currently building general and reusable groupware interface widgets as part of GroupKit [25, 26], a groupware toolkit that streamlines the construction of multi-user applications. These widgets, designed from the framework described above, have been used in prototype groupware applications for exploring the issues involved in supporting workspace awareness. Educational groupware systems built with GroupKit are designed for multiple students in different locations, each with their own computer that is connected via a network. GroupKit supports interaction within a computational workspace, but does not directly supply audio or video communication; we assume that these channels will be provided through other technology.
The following sections describe three types of collaborative learning situations derived from Figure 2, bottom half: same task and same view; same task and different views; and same task with a mixed focus between views, where learners shift their attention between their individual and shared work. Within each situation, we describe GroupKit widgets and prototypes that support the maintenance of workspace awareness.

4.1 Same task, same view situations

In some collaborative learning situations, students work on the same low-level tasks, and focus on a small set of common objects. These situations involve close interaction and require awareness of the precise location and exact actions of other learners. For example, group creative writing involves partners who discuss and collaborate on each word and phrase of a poem; they need to know the exact context in which to interpret the other’s comments and contributions. Peer editing is similar, where two students carry on a detailed discussion about a piece of writing. This activity illustrates the importance of supporting gestural communication—the two learners will use their text as a conversational prop, indicating pieces of text and possible changes by pointing and gesturing. Another example involves exploration and problem-solving in a physics microworld, where students work at the same task level, take part in each decision and action, and discuss the changes they see [7].

Same-view groupware systems (called strict ‘what you see is what I see’ or strict WYSIWIS [32]) must provide precise cues as to another learner’s location and activity. GroupKit provides these cues in two ways. First, a designer is given control over how closely the screen actions are linked. For example, a shared drawing program might transmit the intermediate positions of an object as a student is moving it, or perhaps only transmit its new position after the move is completed. In a same-task same-view groupware application, we believe fine-grained screen linking gives learners a greater awareness of immediate changes to the workspace.

Multiple cursors [14] are a second means for supporting fine-grained awareness of location and activity in GroupKit. These show each person’s mouse cursor and their movements displayed on every learner’s screen. Multiple cursors allow gestural communication and give visual cues to a person’s activity and intentions. Figure 3, for example, shows two students using a groupware sketchpad to present a weather cycle; their cursors are the two arrows labelled with their names.

![Figure 3. Multiple cursors in a group sketchpad](image)

We have extended the idea of multiple cursors for situations where people see the same objects but with different presentations. The problem is that reproducing the literal movements of each person’s mouse cursor across the displays will not show their actual position in the text. To address this problem, we have prototyped a semantic cursor that indicates the logical location of a person’s cursor in the text rather than its screen position. For example, Figure 4 shows windows belonging to two students involved in a creative writing session; although both their views of their story begin at the same place, their text formatting differs. In the top window, the student’s mouse cursor points to some text; this position is displayed as a semantic cursor in the bottom window by highlighting the letter (the space between ‘gingerly’ and ‘out’) rather than the actual screen location.
4.2 Same task, different view situations

Some learning situations involve coordinated action that occurs in different areas of the workspace. This kind of interaction can be seen when learners create a poster or collage: the learners are no longer making group decisions about each word or figure in the poster, and they may be working on different parts of the page. However, a sense of awareness about the others’ activities is needed for coordination of effort and for making overall decisions. Another situation involves literature students who have the task of finding imagery of evil in Macbeth; each student looks for images of a different theme (blood, darkness, reversal, or decay). The students are working toward the same goal, and will need to keep track of each others’ activities and progress, but they will all be looking at different parts of the play at any one time. A third example from our experience is that of social-studies students constructing a timeline to represent events in the history of a country. Since the timeline will be long, students will often have different views onto the document. Again, they will still need information about where others are working, perhaps to offer additional information or to see what remains to be completed in the task.

Different views into a common workspace (called relaxed WYSIWIS [32]) imply that the requirements for workspace awareness will be coarser than in a strict WYSIWIS situation. Awareness of fine-grained actions like the movement of someone’s pointer may be less important, but awareness of location with respect to the entire document, and awareness of activities at a higher level, are more important. However, there are also cases where learners may need some kinds of detailed information about others’ activities, such as the kind of information that is gathered through peripheral vision or hearing in a face-to-face situation.

We have designed both a multi-user scrollbar and a global display widget in GroupKit to provide information about both location and activity in relaxed WYSIWIS systems. Figure 4 shows the multi-user scrollbar and how it supports workspace awareness by pinpointing other learners’ relative locations within the document. The right-most control acts like a standard scrollbar, and lets each student manipulate their own view. To its left are several uniquely-colored vertical bars showing the relative viewport of all three learners in this session. In this case, Figure 4 shows two learners with aligned views (whose windows are both shown), and a third learner viewing text near the end of the document. The position and size of each bar is continuously updated as learners scroll through the document or change their window size. If a learner wishes to match their view with someone else’s, they need only drag their scroller until it is level with the other’s indicator bar.

The global view display, illustrated in Figure 5, is a richer version of the multi-user scrollbar. It shows a miniature of the entire document (the right window), overlaid with colored boxes that represent the viewports of all students into the document. The miniature provides structural cues about the document that help the student understand where their collaborators are working and what they are doing. The colored viewport boxes are also active interface objects: a student scrolls to a new location by dragging their box with the mouse, and the text window on the left is updated accordingly. In the figure, for example, the local student is reading the beginning of Hamlet, and her box is drawn at the top of the global view. Two other students are further on in the text. As in the multi-user scrollbar, she can make her view congruent with another student’s view by dragging her box to the same level as the other’s box.
Supporting fine-grained awareness of activity in different-view situations is more difficult than when learners can see the same objects, since they can no longer see the other person’s cursor or how the objects are being changed. Limitations on screen space discourage the simple solution of showing complete duplicates of every student’s view. Instead, we have prototyped a ‘what you see is what I do’ (WYSIWID) display. This widget shows only the immediate context around another learner’s cursor, which is a subset of their view. This is illustrated in Figure 6, where a person sees not only their main view (left side), but also part of another student’s view (top right corner). The remote view is always centered around the other student’s cursor; rather than showing cursor movement, the background is panned instead. Since most actions in graphical applications involve the mouse cursor, this local-view display can show in detail what others are doing, yet consume only modest screen real estate.

4.3 Same task, mixed focus situation
A third kind of collaboration flips between same-view and different-view situations. We call this kind of interaction mixed focus collaboration: individual and shared activities within the workspace are interleaved, and learners periodically shift their attention back and forth between separate and shared views of the workspace. In practice, many collaborative learning situations will have elements of mixed focus collaboration. In the examples described so far, the poem reconstruction, the collaborative poster, and the group effort in finding imagery in *Macbeth* would all involve periods of individual and shared activity.

While mixed focus collaboration can be partially supported by the techniques discussed in the previous two sections, it presents additional requirements for workspace awareness. In particular, a learner may need to bring oneself up to date on what the other person has been doing—the changes they have made and where they have been—before rejoining their view and starting a period of shared work.

Existing techniques such as adding change bars to a document or calculating the difference between two versions (‘diffing’) can only provide some of this information, and usually only for text documents. We have designed a few widgets to investigate awareness of a group’s recent actions. For example, to support awareness of where other learners have been working, we have prototyped a history mechanism to a global view display, as shown in Figure 7. In addition to showing another learner’s current viewport, the widget tracks their location over time. Moving the slider at the bottom of the window plays back the movement of another person’s viewport (displayed as a moving outline rectangle), and also indicates where they stopped for a while (shown as a filled rectangle).

5. Related Work and Further Research
Educational groupware draws on work done in the field of computer-supported cooperative work [10]; several CSCW projects have considered the issues involved in creating real-time distributed systems, and some have touched on the concept of workspace awareness. For example, the multi-user scrollbar and a global-view device called a gestalt viewer were first seen in the SASSE text editor [1]; other systems have used tools like activity indicators [32, 10] to keep people informed. One branch of CSCW research that has promise for supporting both social and workspace awareness looks at mixing video signals of learner’s hands or faces together with a computational representation of the shared workspace [15].

Our investigations into support for workspace awareness will continue in several directions. We plan to conduct observational experiments to gather data about what mechanisms people use to maintain workspace awareness in particular situations like mixed focus collaboration. From this knowledge, we will form design principles for new groupware widgets. As well, we are identifying overall issues that affect the design and implementation of these techniques, including:

---

Figure 6. A ‘what you see is what I do’ widget
• the trade-off between being well informed about other learners’ activities but being distracted by that information from their individual tasks;
• allowing learners to exert some control over the awareness information that others receive about them;
• whether we can go beyond existing face to face practices, and create new awareness mechanisms that augment, rather than just replace, what people normally expect.

6. Conclusion
This paper has outlined a framework that sets workspace awareness in a context of awareness requirements for collaborative learning. We presented a way to organize collaborative situations in terms of task and view separation, and introduced several interface components that support the maintenance of workspace awareness in educational groupware. The components are useful for same view situations, for different view situations, and also for mixed focus interaction.
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Availability. GroupKit is available via anonymous ftp, and a world wide web page documents the system:

- site: ftp.cpsc.ucalgary.ca
- directory: pub/projects/grouplab/software
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